Sea kayaking Touring
Sea kayaking or touring is the sport of paddling on the open water of lakes, bays, and oceans. Touring can involve journeys ranging from a few hours to
many weeks, along protected coastlines and inland lakes or out in the open sea. Sea kayaks are seaworthy small boats with a covered deck and the ability
to incorporate a spraydeck to keep water from entering the boat. They are much longer than whitewater kayaks, offering cargo capacity, ease of straight-line
paddling, and comfort for long journeys. Sea kayaks generally accommodate one or two paddlers together with room for camping gear, food, water and other
supplies. Sea kayaks usually range in length from 11-18 ft/3.3m–5.5m for solo craft, and up to 25 ft/7.6m for tandem craft. Increasing the length of a kayak
generally adds speed, which is useful for covering long distances. Longer kayaks are also less maneuverable, as turning quickly is not as important in open
water. Sea kayaks provide an excellent way to get out on the water – for a day or a week, on familiar terrain or unknown territory, alone or with family and
friends.

>> Boats >> K1 COMPOSITE, K2 COMPOSITE, K1 PLASTIC, K2 PLASTIC, OTHER
>> Paddles >> HIGH END, PERFORMANCE, ENTRY LEVEL
>> OUTTERWEAR >> PADDLING JACKETS, DRY PANTS, DRY SUITS
>> PFD’S
>> SPRAYDECKS
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K1 COMPOSITE

Made from a combination of CARBON, Kevlar and ﬁberglass, they are lighter than their plastic counterparts but less durable in the event of impact.

AQUARIUS – SEA EMOTION 505

NEW FOR 2011

The Emotion 505 opens a new line of sea kayaks by aquarius.
The V shaped bilge has a properly designed bend along the
entire Length. It gives the Emotion an attractive appearance
but also adds more stability and makes the entire body cooperate even better with the flip off rudder. Behind the cockpit
you will find the flat surface to help the paddler during the
rest on a longer trips. Ergonomic deck, very good paddling
properties, big capacity.

Length: 505 cm - width: 56 cm - weight: D/P 25 kg, D/K-22 kg, C/K-20 kg - paddler weight range: 50-90 kg
Infos: www.gokajak.com

P&H – ARIES

NEW FOR 2011

New for 2011 the Aries takes the dramatically different design
features and benefits from the Delphin and refines them for
composite material systems and for the lower impact environment
where composite kayaks excel. Hard chines and a pronounced
deck are smoothed, producing a very forgiving, speedy and lighter
weight kayak. The Aries is ideal for anyone looking for a versatile,
lightweight and stable kayak to explore the coast line and will excite
those looking for a kayak to trip out to tide races to play the sea.

Length: 472 cm / 15’5’’ - width: 57 cm / 22.5’’ - volume: 290 L / 76 gals - weight: 25 kg / 55.1 lbs - paddler weight range: 65 -125 kg
Infos: www.phseakayaks.com

VALLEY SEA KAYAKS – ETAIN

NEW FOR 2011

Traditionally Valley sea kayaks are slightly “fish-form” i.e. widest
point slightly forward of centre. Our new boat, the Etain is more
neutral, in fact very slightly Swede form i.e. widest point rear of
centre, in theory a Swede form boat will be slightly quicker but
it is the perception of speed that is more noticeable because
you are now paddling in a narrower part of the boat giving a
better sensation of the water coming past and a paddling stroke
that is less encumbered by the deck of the boat. The Etain is
designed to appeal to paddlers looking for an expedition style
boat with this more contemporary feel. Available in 2 sizes in
composite and PE construction.
Infos: www.valleyseakayaks.com

TIDERACE SEA KAYAKS – XPLORE X

NEW FOR 2011

The Tiderace Xplore_X is the high volume kayak in the proven
Xplore range of expedition capable kayaks. Designed by Aled
Williams, the Xplore_X benefits from computer modelling
to create a large volume kayak without losing the handling
characteristics of the standard Xplore. For 2011, the Xplore_X
features three new epoxy based Tiderace Core Technology (TCT)
layups. These allow the 2011 Xplore_X to be lighter, stiffer and
more durable. This epoxy based, vacuum infused construction
offers the highest performance and stiffness in the Tiderace
range, with the lowest weight.

Length: 18’0’’ (5.5 m) - width: 23.5’’ (60 cm) - volume: 430 L - weight: 24.5 kg - 27.5 kg
Infos: www.tideraceseakayaks.com
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TIDERACE SEA KAYAKS – XPLORE S

NEW FOR 2011

The Tiderace Xplore_S is the low volume version of the proven
Xplore series of expedition ready touring kayaks. Designed by Aled
Williams, the Xplore_S benefits from computer modelling to scale
down the Xplore without losing or changing the characteristics
from the larger boat, maintaining the class leading manoevrability
and speed of the popular Xplore. Paddlers looking for a day boat
with the ability to cover distance with ease, rock hop and deal
capably with rough conditions will appreciate the nimbleness of
the Xplore_S. Revised outfitting and attention to detail maintain
the Xplore_S’ reputation as a highly capable touring kayak with
high levels of comfort, speed and manoevrability.

Length: 17’ 5’’ (5.3 m) - width: 20’’ (51 cm) - volume: 330 L - weight: 22 kg - 25 kg
Infos: www.tideraceseakayaks.com

TIDERACE SEA KAYAKS – XCITE

NEW FOR 2011

The Tiderace Xplore_S is the low volume version of the proven
Xplore series of expedition ready touring kayaks. Designed by
Aled Williams, the Xplore_S benefits from computer modelling
to scale down the Xplore without losing or changing the
characteristics from the larger boat, maintaining the class
leading manoevrability and speed of the popular Xplore.
Paddlers looking for a day boat with the ability to cover distance
with ease, rock hop and deal capably with rough conditions will
appreciate the nimbleness of the Xplore_S. Revised outfitting
and attention to detail maintain the Xplore_S’ reputation as a
highly capable touring kayak with high levels of comfort, speed
and manoevrability.

Length: 17’ 4’’ (5.27 m) - width: 21’’ (53 cm) - volume: 366 L - weight: 22.5 kg - 25.5 kg
Infos: www.tideraceseakayaks.com

SEABIRD DESIGNS – QANIK

NEW FOR 2011

Qanik is made from the legendary Illorsuit kayak. Slightly longer
and with a higher bow to suit better for modern paddlers, but
with the graceful sheer and upturned stems of the Illorsuit. Qanik
comes with remarkable maneuvering – a bow rudder and edging
(relying on impressive end stability) turns the kayak in almost
in the kayaks Length! High deck Qanik will be comfortable on
extended tours for those used to standard sea kayaks and it will
carry your gear on weeklong tours. It is a safe and snug kayak
with soft easy movement and a dry run in bad conditions.

Length: 546 cm (17`10``) - width: 53 cm (20,5``) - volume: 313 l (82,5 US gal) - weight: 21 kg (46 lbs) - max. cap.: 135 kg
Infos: www.seabirddesigns.com

ARROW – NUKA

NEW FOR 2011

Arrow Nuka is a Danish designed performance sea kayak, developed
for the smaller paddler with playing, maneuvering and day trips in
mind. Arrow Nuka fits the kayaker who prefers a kayak which responds
instantly to the paddlers movement, in both rough and calm water.
The narrow hull provides an easily paddled kayak that keeps up with
the big boys, effortlessly. Rolling the Nuka becomes a breeze. All Arrow
Kayaks have a high impact resistance with sandwich construction. The
bows are extra reinforced to take the beating of the surf zone and to
be strong enough for a tow in rough seas.

Length: 503 cm - width: 52 cm - volume: 311 L - weight: Fiber glass 24 kg / Carbon 23 kg - paddler weight range: 50-70 kg
Infos: www.arrowkayaks.com

ARROW – IVALU

NEW FOR 2011

Arrow Ivalu is a genuine Greenlandic kayak built on the original
design of kayaks found in the Disco Bay area. It is accompanied
with a traditional Greenlandic paddle in carbon. The Ivalu is
narrow, long and has a low profile and small volume. Designed
for rolls, playing and speed, both on flat and rough water. It is
an easily paddled kayak which requires a little balance, but pays
you back, by giving you the joy of the beautiful and original
lines, effortless glide and easy rolling.

Length: 556 cm - width: 51 cm - volume: 217 L - weight: Fiber glass 21 kg / carbon 20 kg - paddler weight range: Up to 85 kg
Infos: www.arrowkayaks.com
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SEA KAYAK DESIGN – 536

NEW FOR 2011

A fast and stable kayak, real marine style and with a very low
resistance to wind. Beside its considerable dimensions, it is still
a narrow and performing kayak. The 536 has a longer cockpit
in order to facilitate quick exits from the kayak and also a
big oval front hatch, for allowing a more comfortable loading
and storage. Working hard on the immersed part of this kayak,
we tried to keep the same slim look and line of its younger
brother 526. So, a bigger volume kayak, but with a superb
manoeuvrability when fully loaded. Designer: Raymond Varraud.

Length: 536 cm - width: 53 cm - volume: 350 L - weight: 25 kg - paddler weight range: 80 – 110 kg
Infos: www.seakayakdesign.it

RIVERS AND TIDES – RAZOR PURE

NEW FOR 2011

The Razor Pure combines a dynamic design with uncompared
lightness – and that all together with the priceless look of a
mahagony kayak! With a weight of only 13,5 kg the Razor Pure
suits paddlers from 50 to 100 kg and still offers a lot of storage.
Razor Pure is reliable on lakes as well as on high seas.

Length: 500 cm - width: 58 cm - weight: 13,5 kg - paddler weight range: 50 - 100 kg
Infos: www.riversandtides.de

SEABIRD DESIGNS – BLACK PEARL HV

NEW FOR 2011

We have suspended the marketing common sense in favor of
breathtaking performance and have started to produce this
design. A kayak for resourceful paddlers who know exactly
how to deal with difficult situations, do it right and with split
second timing – a kayak for pure unaffected paddling joy and
with no practical usefulness whatsoever. The kayak is highly
responsive and does whatever is required and does it instantly.
Go where you want to go, do what you want to do – your kayak
will be there for you.

Length: 559 cm (18`4``) - width: 52 cm (20`5``) - volume: 259 L (68,4 US gal) - weight: 21 kg (46 lbs) - max. cap.: 136 kg
Infos: www.seabirddesigns.com

PLASTEX COMPOSITE – SEA STAR

NEW FOR 2011

A sea kayak in the highest quality. The material and technique
is the same as in the racing kayak. The shape is one of the most
famous sea kayak in the world.

Length: 550 cm - width: 53 cm - weight: 22 - 26 kg - paddler weight range: 65 - 85 kg
Infos: www.plastex-composite.com

PLASTEX COMPOSITE – SEA MASTER

NEW FOR 2011

A sea kayak in the highest quality. The material and technique
is the same as in the racing kayak. The shape is one of the most
famous sea kayak in the world.

Length: B ig: 550 cm - Small: 530 cm - width: Big: 53 cm - Small: 51 cm - weight: Big: 22 - 26 kg - Small: 22 - 26 kg - paddler weight range: Big:
65 - 90 kg - Small: 60 - 70 kg
Infos: www.plastex-composite.com
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CURRENT DESIGNS – SOLSTICE GTS
The Solstice GTS is a sleek North American Style Seakayak.
The cockpit offers a snug fit allowing the paddler to become
one with their craft. The sporty fit makes paddling a pleasure.
Great for water big and small and trips long and short anywhere
on the planet. This fiberglass or Kevlar seakayak comes fully
outfitted with a rudder system. Safety items such as a reflecting
lifeline or recessed decksfittings are standard. There are wider
sisters: the GT, which additionally offers a higher cockpit and
more volume, and the Titan, with an oversized cockpit and a
higher deck.

Length: 17´7’’ - 536 cm - width: 22’’- 56 cm / 24.5’’ / 62 cm - weight: 21,7-25 kg - max. cap.: 181/215 kg
Infos: www.canoes.de

FUN RUN KAYAKS - SPARTAN
Most modern western sea kayaks descend, through a variable
number of intermediate steps and modifications, from the
traditional hunting “qajaq” of the West Coast of Greenland of
the beginnings and middle of the past century. In this regard,
the Spartan represents a new direct look to the Greenlandic
sources. A look that is aware of the recent evolution of the
“qajaq” towards recreational and sport use to present an
authentic and faithful interpretation that offers the precise
control and intimate connection among paddler, craft and sea
distinctive of Greenland “qaannat”.

Length: 460 cm - width: 50 cm - volume: 230 L - weight: 18 kg - paddler weight range: 30 – 75 kg - max. cap.: 105 kg
Infos: www.funrun-kayaks.com

WILDERNESS SYSTEMS – TEMPEST 165 PRO
As one of the most capable sea kayaks on the market, the Tempest
is beginner-friendly, but packs performance design features
excellent for experienced paddlers. Shallow V-hull gives great
control, edging, and speed in calm or rough water conditions
and features a drop-down skeg. Maximum cockpit comfort makes
it the sea kayaker’s dream come true. Composite construction
PRO series takes the responsiveness to the next level.

Length: 16’6’’ / 503 cm - width: 21.5’’ / 55 cm - weight: 49 lbs / 22 kg - max. cap.: 300 lbs / 136 kg
Infos: www.wildernesssystems.com

FUN RUN KAYAKS - SEDNA
The Sedna’s design is the result of a careful hydrodynamic study
aimed at producing a kayak of good primary and secondary
stability, fast when cruising, directionally stable and able to
accept a load without compromising her behavior, allowing her
to tackle long expeditions. Of course, the Sedna surfs well too.
To achieve all that, the Sedna has a beam of 56 cm, providing
a reassuring initial stability even to absolute beginners. The
great secondary stability comes from a slightly oval hull section
and from gunwales angled in a V shape, which make the Sedna
a particularly well-behaved kayak when leaning and bracing.

Length: 540 cm - width: 56 cm - volume: 328 L - weight: 24 kg - paddler weight range: 55-100 kg - max. cap.: 157 kg
Infos: www.funrun-kayaks.com

P&H - CETUS
The flagship of the P&H range, the Cetus is a fast paced
expedition kayak that provides exceptional handling capabilities.
The Cetus is available in 3 sizes and each model has superb
stability in all conditions. Their skills at inspiring confidence are
remarkable and truly unrivalled by any other sea kayak out there.
P&H’s handcrafted quality is on show here in its finest form. The
versatility and maneuverability consistently surprises paddlers
who are amazed that a sea kayak of this size can be so easy to
paddle, handle, carve and turn so well through the water.

Length: 472 cm / 15’5’’ - width: 54 cm / 211/4’’ - volume: 292 L / 77.1 gal - weight: 27.6 kg / 60 lbs - Length: LV=531 cm / 17’5’’
Infos: www.phseakayaks.com
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ARROW - PLAY
ArrowPlay is a Danish designed performance sea kayak,
developed specifically for playing, maneuvering and surf. A hull
shape with a high degree of rocker and a fairly high volume
in the bow gives these characteristics. There is a professional
development work behind the hydrostatic design done by
experts in design and shaping, combined with extensive
practical experience and knowledge in sea kayaking. The result
is a kayak with superior maneuverability, a rock solid edge and
an optimal glide through the water. Arrow Play comes in a fiber
glass and a carbon version.

Length: 513 cm - width: 53 cm - volume: 355 L - weight: Fiber glass 24 kg / Carbon 25 kg - paddler weight range: 75-100 kg
Infos: www.arrowkayaks.com

BORÉAL – EPSILON SERIES
The epsilon series is the logical choice for every type of paddler.
Whether you are a novice or experienced, small or tall, thin
or sturdy, you will find here a kayak that is perfect for you.
Offered in polyethylene or in composite, the 3 models are
conceived to suit everyone irrespective of height or weight. Its
innovative design and low profiled deck (12 ¾’’ forward, and 9’’
aft) will allow you to easily make all of your paddle manoeuvres
and Eskimo rolls. Furthermore, its semi-arched hull gives you
enviable stability, and the long narrow waterline provides you
with excellent directional stability.

Length: 16’4’’ (4,98m) - 17’6’’ (5,34 m) - width: 57,2 - 61,6 cm - volume: 375 l – 450 L - weight: 23,5 - 25,5 kg - paddler weight range:
41 - 127 kg
Infos: canadian-trading.de

FUN RUN KAYAKS - SIKUK
Efficiency and versatility reflected in elegant and attractive
lines are perhaps the major traits of the Sikuk (marine ice,
in Greenlandic). With this kayak, Fun Run seeks to offer a
seaworthy boat, capable of maintaining high cruising speeds,
predictable under wind and waves and comfortable. An excellent
kayak for multi-day trips or long autonomous expeditions for
paddlers of average and small size. It is also a great day boat.
All of this within moderate dimensions that make the Sikuk
easy to manage both in or out of the water.

Length: 510 cm - width: 55 cm - volume: 300 L - weight: 23 kg - paddler weight range: 50-95 kg - max. cap.: 146 kg
Infos: www.funrun-kayaks.com

NECKY – CHATHAM 17 GLASS
An ideal coastal explorer with great maneuverability and superb
rough water performance. Excels at navigating surf zones, rock
gardens and convoluted “tide rips”. Very full chine provides great
stability and quick response to edging and lean turns. Bow, day
and stern hatches with bulkheads. Comfortable cockpit fit and
adjustable outfitting afford a superb interface between paddler and
boat. The Chatham 17 Advanced composite comes in fiberglass/
epoxy lay-ups with selective soric coring. Soric combined with a
multi-layer laminate with epoxy (post-cured) resin creates one of
the strongest production kayaks available on the market.

Length: 5.3 m - width: 54.6 cm - weight: 23.6 kg
Infos: www.neckykayaks.com

SEA KAYAK DESIGN – 526
A low volume, fast and nimble sea kayak with a good tracking,
especially in rough sea conditions. The low deck and the
stretched line, offer a low resistance to wind. This kayak has
been designed for middle weight paddlers (70/80 kg) and a
loading capacity of approx 30 kg. The forward deck allows
comfortable paddling and thanks to its low aft deck and
ergonomic seat, the Eskimo roll is an easy manoeuvre. Designer:
Raymond Varraud.

Length: 526 cm - width: 53 cm - volume: 278 L - weight: 23 kg - paddler weight range: 70 – 80 kg
Infos: www.seakayakdesign.it
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SEA KAYAK DESIGN – 516
A medium volume, manoeuvrable and nimble sea kayak, with a
good tracking and excellent marine behaviour. The low height
on the water and the slim line, offer a very little resistance to
the wind. The low aft deck and the anatomic seat help on the
Eskimo roll as well as all basic exercises. Cockpit with anatomic
tight braces. Groove for the positioning of the paddle during
the paddle float rescuing.

Length: 516 cm - width: .54 cm - volume: 270 L - weight: 23 kg - paddler weight range: 60 – 80 kg
Infos: www.canoes.de

EPIC – 18X-SPORT
The Epic 18X family is designed for intermediate to advanced
touring paddlers seeking a distinct edge in a high-performance
kayak. Paddlers find that the sleek, efficient shape and long
waterline enable them to cover long distances with exceptional
ease and speed and deliver excellent performance in rough water
conditions. In addition to all the features that come standard
on an Epic, the 18X family includes the advanced Epic Track
Master™steering system, an adjustable seat, large storage capacity
and front deck cutaways for a closer, more efficient stroke.

Length: 549 cm - width: 55,9 cm - volume: 173 L - weight: 16-21 kg
Infos: www.epickayaks.com

VALLEY SEA KAYAKS – NORDKAPP
The Nordkapp is an evolution of the design used in 1975 for the
original Cape Horn expedition. Since its launch it has proven
itself in almost every sea and ocean around the globe. Whilst
the current Nordkapp shares many of the handling attributes of
the original the design has evolved to meet the needs of the
modern paddler resulting in a fast, comfortable and user friendly
expedition capable sea kayak. Also available as an LV version.

Length: 548 cm - width: 53 cm - volume: 340 L - weight: 23.5 kg - paddler weight range: 185-275 lbs
Infos: www.valleyseakayaks.com

NORTH SHORE SEA KAYAKS - POLAR
North Shores take on the expedition-capable sea kayak. Loosely
based on the kayaks of South West Greenland, with hard chines
and noticeable rocker, the hull is quick yet very responsive to
edging for easy course correction. A clipper bow gives a dry ride
and the retractable skeg keeps you on track in quartering seas. Also
available, Polar HV for fuller expeditions or higher loading capacity.

Length: 510 cm - width: 54 cm - volume: 350 L - weight: 24 kg
Infos: www.northshoreseakayaks.com

MS COMPOSITE – MSC VESTVIKA
The designers of this very fast sea-kayak are Bram van Aukeren
and Jan van Sluis. MSC Vestvika is a very attractive kayak for
experienced paddlers designed for a fast ride and minimum
resistance of crosswind. This boat is available with these sizes
of cockpit: 42/57 cm (E – type) and 46/65 cm (G – type). The
MSC Vestvika could be equipped with skeg, rudder Navigator or
Smart track control system, an integrated compass Silva 70P or
a removable Suunto Orca Kayak Compass.

Length: 5,35 m - width: 52 cm - weight: 11 kg - height: 32 cm - compartments capacity: 170 L - paddler weight range: up to 80 kg
Infos: www.kayakcentrum.com

MS COMPOSITE – FALCO 430
The designer of the MSC Falco 430 is Ger de Bruin from the
Netherlands. This stable, manoeuvrable and durable kayak is a
great choice for lake touring and exploring. The turned-up bow
allows paddling in wavy water without unneeded watering the
deck. The MSC Falco has adjustable plastic footrests, installed
plastic handles and backrests.

Length: 4,30 m - width: 55 cm - weight: 10 kg - height: 30 cm - compartments capacity: 120 L - paddler weight range: up to 85 kg
Infos: www.kayakcentrum.com
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POINT65 – XP18
Touring made faster. Faster. More stable. A lean, mean, touring
machine, the XP18 is the first of a new series of touring kayaks.
All with exceptional glide, consuming mile after mile with little
effort. The increase of both speed and stability makes the XP18
truly unique. The XP 18 is a very fast touring kayak with the
aggresive appearance of an adventure racing craft – and the
performance to match. Using highly advanced hydrodynamic
design technology, the XP 18 has a markedly improved stabilty,
maneuverabilty and speed.

Length: 549 cm - width: 54 cm - volume: 230 L - weight: 25 kg - max. cap.: 165 kg
Infos: www.point65.com

CURRENT DESIGNS – VISION 140
This 14’ kayak is perfect for day tripping and weekend
paddles. The added rudder for improved tracking and steering
capabilities gives you a great kayak for both lakes and rivers. A
generously sized keyhole cockpit allows for easy entry and exit,
as well as ample foot room and large storage capacity. Made
from Aramid/Fiberglas this lightweight kayak combines stiffnes
for glide and light handling out of the water. There are some
shorter or longer versions available.

Length: 14´- 426 cm - width: 24’’- 61 cm - weight: 37 lbs -16.78 kg - max. cap.: 158 kg
Infos: www.canoes.de

STELLAR KAYAKS – S18
The Stellar 18’ (S18) Touring Kayak is similar to the S16 in
design, but with additional Length and reduced beam. This
boat glides through the water efficiently. With ample storage
for your longer tours and fast hull lines, this boat is a great
boat for those who tour and race.

Length: 5.5 m - width: 54.7 cm - weight: 13 kg - 22.6 kg - paddler weight range: 60 – 120 kg - max. cap.: 160 kg
Infos: www.stellarkayaks.com

STELLAR KAYAKS – S14
The Stellar 14’ (S14) Touring Kayak has the speed of a much
longer boat, yet stable enough for beginners and its drop down
skeg helps with tracking. Its short Length and light weight
make it ideal for those who want a shorter high performance
boat, or frequently car-top their boat.

Length: 4.35 m - width: 59.5 cm - weight: 10 - 18.2 kg - paddler weight range: 50 - 120 kg - max. cap.: 150 kg
Infos: www.stellarkayaks.com

SKIM – BRAVEHEART
The Brave Heart coastal kayak is fast and maneuverable.
Great for playing in rough water yet still carving turns are
comfortable. The Brave Heart has storage space for longer trips.
If you are a paddler aiming to improve your skills and like to
face challenging conditions, the Brave Heart with its stability
and amazing fast turning will be the kayak of your dreams.

Length: 503 cm - width: 53,1 cm - volume: 322 L - weight: 21 – 25,5 kg - paddler weight range: 60 – 95 kg
Infos: www.skimkayaks.com

SKIM – DISTANCE MK II
Identical to the original Distance but with a slightly higher
front deck for more leg and foot space. The cockpit rim has
more angles for easier entry and exiting of the kayak. A day
hatch has been added in front of the cockpit rim as well for
storage of small items like cameras, telephones, snacks etc. The
Distance MKII is an even better kayak for tall and/or heavier
paddlers then the original Distance. Optional rudder.

Length: 585 cm - width: 52 cm - volume: 385 L - weight: 23,5 – 27 kg - paddler weight range: 70 – 100 kg
Infos: www.skimkayaks.com
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SKIM – DIFFER
A mid-sized kayak for paddlers appreciating great contact, high
maneuverability, stern tracking and a wind-cheating silhouette
but who find Dex too small and Distance too big. Differ offers
more packing space and carries more weight than Dex but with
a slightly more v-shaped and narrow hull, making it more like
Distance with regards to speed and tracking. Happy to catch
a wave. Differ is 17’7’’ long and 20.3’’ wide. It has the same
highly appreciated deck layout as its two sister boats, Dex and
Distance. It has three watertight compartments and is equipped
with skeg.

Length: 535 cm - width: 51,5 cm - volume: 320 L - weight: 23 – 25,5 kg - paddler weight range: 60 – 90 kg
Infos: www.skimkayaks.com
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VALLEY SEA KAYAKS – ALEUT II
Designed by Howard Jeffs, this kayak is regarded as one of
the best ever rough-water capable expedition doubles. The
combination of speed, secure handling and ample storage
capacity make it suitable for almost any purpose.

Length: 670 cm - width: 66 cm - volume: 685 L - weight: 41.5 kg
Infos: www.valleyseakayaks.com

NORTH SHORE SEA KAYAKS – ATLANTIC II
This high performance double has characteristics that match
those of its single namesakes. This combination of confidenceinspiring stability and high cruising speed makes it a fantastic
double for any Length of trip.

Length: 610 cm - width: 64 cm - volume: 625 L - weight: 36 kg
Infos: www.northshoreseakayaks.com

BORÉAL DESIGN - BELUGA
The Beluga is Boréal Design’s composite tandem, which ensures
confidence and ease from the first paddle strokes. This kayak
combines stability and performance, while being capable of
reaching high cruising speeds. A moderate rocker, coupled with
a larger rudder, make the kayak easy to turn. Large cockpits
offer ample room for the legs and feet. The practical centre
compartment can be used for extra storage or outfitted with an
optional child seat/bulkhead. This makes the Beluga ideal for
paddlers with mixed abilities or families planning to take their
kids on the trip.

Length: 21’ (6,4m) - Width: 28½’’ (72,4 cm) - Weight: 81 lbs (37 kg)
Infos: www.borealdesign.com

www.paddleworld.com

Sea kayak, Canoe, Sit on Top, Rec Boating, Outtriggers, Stand Up
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K1 PLASTIC

Heavier than composite boats, but offering more varied use and more durability in the event of impact.

SEABIRD DESIGNS – EXPEDITION LV

NEW FOR 2011

SeaBird Designs Expedition LV is the smallest Expedition series
kayak. It is ideal for ladies, smaller men or junior paddlers.
Bigger men who wish for a kayak with less volume may also
enjoy the Expedition LV. Expedition LV is best suited for paddlers
45 kg to 85 kg. SeaBird Designs Expedition LV combines speed,
stability, volume, weight and design very well! Few kayaks can
match its all-around capabilities. We have managed to produce
one of the best sea kayaks on the market, with a unique feeling
of stability and safety.

Length: 480 cm (15`7``) - width: 56 cm (22``) - volume: 265 L (70 US gal) - weight: 26 kg (57,3 lbs) - paddler weight range: 45 – 85 kg - max. cap.: 130 kg
Infos: www.seabirddesigns.com

PERCEPTION – EXPRESSION 14 & 15

NEW FOR 2011

The Expression is the culmination of an 18 month design project
to bring you the next generation in day and overnight touring
kayaks. The objective: to design the most appealing, best
performing and sporty day touring kayak on the water. With
graceful and stylish lines, the handling offers all the performance
you demand for trips and true control in any conditions,
whilst the Zone DLX outfitting and two size options provide
optimum comfort with an outstanding fit. The smooth, sleek
and predictable nature is perfect for touring on coastal waters,
estuaries, lakes and rivers. It handles chop with ease and revels
in the chance to play the surf back to shore.

Length: 14=442 cm / 15=456 cm - width: 14=59 cm / 15=61 cm - weight: 14=24 kg / 15=25 kg - max. cap.: 14=130 kg / 15=140 kg
Infos: www.perception.co.uk

P&H – DELPHIN

NEW FOR 2011

This new P&H Delphin 155 turns traditional sea kayak design
on its head and challenges many preconceived ideas of how a
sea kayak should look and behave. The cockpit has been moved
backwards and the stern squared off so that the bow just kisses
the water, but when paddling the stern engages and aids
tracking. This combination is unique to the Delphin creating a
kayak that is long enough to paddle like a traditional sea kayak
on flat water with enough speed to keep up with the pack but
will transform into a new genre of free-ride sea kayak when it
hits moving water, coming alive in tide races, over falls and
surging water. Delphin 150 will be launched in Spring 2011

Length: 472 cm / 15’5’’ - width: 57 cm / 22.5’’ - volume: 290 l / 76 gals - weight: 26.5 kg / 58.4lbs - paddler weight range: 65 – 125 kg
Infos: www.phseakayak.com

ELIE – STRAIT 140 XE

NEW FOR 2011

You will be hard pressed to find an advanced day touring
kayak with a great combination of performance, durability and
premium features. What’s new with the Strait 140 xe? We took
our already generously-featured kayak and added the Quick Lock
Hatch. The ultimate in quick and easy access, a simple quarter
turn of the latches opens and closes the watertight hatch.The
completely redesigned hatch has a low profile, preserving your
kayak’s streamlined look.

Length: 14’ - width: 24.25’’ - weight: 55 lbs. - max. cap.: 300 lbs.
Infos: www.eliesport.com
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ROBSON – TITRIS 16

NEW FOR 2011

A sleek and sea worthy design the Titris 16’ is equipped with
the Robson comfort seat, thigh braces and footrests, all
adjustable, making for a solid fit. Large bow and stern hatches
with bulkheads, plus an easy to reach day hatch, lend ample
storage. Initial and secondary stability make for a steady tourer,
an excellent choice for multi-day excursions.
Additional notes: optional rudder

Length: 505 cm - width: 56 cm - volume: 350 L - weight: 28 kg - max. cap.: 150 kg
Infos: www.robson.de

VENTURE – EASKY SERIES
With any of the Easky family you will find yourself equally
at home on a coastal adventure as you will exploring a lake
or inland waterway. All sizes have enough storage space for
overnight trips and have a comfortable cockpit combined with
stable hull shapes that still provide great sea handling so you
get a kayak that helps you develop your skills with confidence
and provides superior performance. With 5 sizes you are sure to
find the one which suits your size, shape and paddling ability.
Allowing you to relax and explore the water with confidence.

Length: 475 cm / 15’ 6’’ - width: 61cm / 24’’ - volume: 325 L / 86 gal - weight: 22.6 kg / 50 lbs - paddler weight range: 55 – 135
kg / 121 – 297 lbs
Infos: www.venturekayaks.com

RTM - YSAK
This Greenland style kayak is an excellent choice for the long
distance tour. The Ysak Lengthy water line makes for good
tracking and provides excellent mileage with minimal effort.
All models are PE 3 layer sandwich construction giving extra
buoyancy and hull rigidity. The Ysak takes an optional rudder
and can be generously outfitted.

Length: 16’7’’ / 506 cm - width: 22’’ / 57 cm - weight: 50 lbs / 23 kg - max. cap.: 265 lbs / 120 kg
Infos: rtmkayaks.com

WILDERNESS SYSTEMS – ZEPHYR 155
This award-winning design is the ultimate weekend adventure
kayak. Unmatched tracking, maneuverability, control, and
comfort. Sleek, sophisticated exterior hides engineering to
handle the roughest conditions. Featuring our Phase 3 ® XP
Outfitting and height adjustable drop skeg, it’s engineered to
satisfy those who demand the highest in performance.

Length: 15’6’’ / 472 cm - width: 22.5’’ / 57 cm - weight: 52 lbs / 24 kg - max. cap.: 275 lbs / 125 kg
Infos: www.wildernesssystems.com

JACKSON – JOURNEY
This touring model is all about balance, blending stability
with outstanding performance characteristics and exceptional
comfort whether you’re a beginner that is learning the basics
or the most seasoned paddler looking for a confidence-inspiring
boat for heavy-water rock garden paddling. Ample storage
and attention to comfort invite multi-day adventures. Comes
standard with Smart Track rudder system for precision paddling
although is available without if cost is a priority. Comes in two
Lengths, 13.5 and 14.

Length: 13’5’’ - width: 23’’ - weight: 52.5 lbs
Infos: www.jacksonkayak.com
KANUMESSE BUYERS GUIDE 2011
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PERCEPTION – CAROLINA 14.0
The most versatile touring kayak ever created with performance
for the day or weekend tripper. Added Length over the 12.0
means added speed and storage; while Zone DLX outfitting
means ultimate comfort and fit when cruising.
the original the design has evolved to meet the needs of the
modern paddler resulting in a fast, comfortable and user friendly
expedition capable sea kayak. Also available as an LV version.

Length: 14’ / 427 cm - width: 24.5’’ / 62 cm - weight: 55 lbs / 25 kg - max. cap.: 300 lbs / 136 kg
Infos: www.perceptionkayaks.com

PERCEPTION – ESSENCE 16.5
The thrill and performance of sea kayaking isn’t just for experts
(or just the sea). The predictable handling of the Essence 16.5
gives smaller paddlers all the tracking and maneuverability
needed for that great expedition in a stable, comfortable
package. Drop the skeg and open up a whole new level of
excitement that pushes your abilities.

Length: 16’6’’ / 503 cm - width: 22.25’’ / 57 cm - weight: 55 lbs / 25 kg - max. cap.: 325 lbs / 147 kg
Infos: www.perceptionkayaks.com

DAGGER – ALCHEMY 14.0 L
The stylish Alchemy touring crossover series hits the water
running, packed with performance capabilities for both flat and
moving water. Featuring the stability that’s suitable for new
paddlers, but with performance edging and turning capabilities
ready for advanced skill levels. With enough storage and speed
for an extended weekend excursion, it’s time to grab your gear
and get moving.

Length: 14’ / 427 cm - width: 24’’ / 61 cm - weight: 54 lbs / 25 kg - max. cap.: 300 lbs / 136 kg
Infos: www.dagger.com

ELIE – STRAIT 120
The sophisticated Strait hull design is fast, easy handling and
stable. We took our already generously-featured kayak and
added the Quick Lock Hatch. Nice touches all around enhance
your experience.

Length: 12’ - width: 25.5’’ - weight: 46 lbs. - max. cap.: 275 lbs.
Infos: www.eliesport.com

WELHONPESA – BIGFOOT #1
BigFoot is for paddlers seeking good access to the cockpit
and room for their feet but still a well performing kayak in
the most demanding condions. BigFoot has low back deck for
lower wind effect.The slightly V-shaped hull has been designed
to be very stable. We have found hull design that has almost
zero weathercocking and excellent cruising speed. Expedition
version has two oval hatches, back and front dayhatch,
deckfittings, deck ropes, footrest and backrest as standard.
Capacity 60-140kg. Bigfoot #1 is made from special ABS-plastic
and look as glassfibre kayaks. Also available: longer composite
version Bigfoot #2.

Length: 534 cm - width: 57 cm - weight: 25 kg
Infos: www.welhonpesa.fi
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WILDERNESS SYSTEMS – TSUNAMI 125
Excellent for both novice and advanced users, this slim and
responsive kayak is one of the most exciting touring kayaks
on the market. The multi-chined, V-shaped hull fuses tight
tracking and stability for outstanding performance. Premium
Phase 3 ® outfitting offers unmatched comfort for all-day or
all-weekend treks.

Length: 12’6’’ / 381 cm - width: 26’’ / 66 cm - weight: 52 lbs / 24 kg - max. cap.: 300 lbs / 136 kg
Infos: www.wildernesssystems.com

CLEAR WATER DESIGN - MANITOULIN
The Manitoulin offers all of the features of our full sized kayaks
in a day touring design. This compact, inexpensive, lightweight
design has a soft chine hull which is very stable and ideal for
the beginner. All ClearWater Design canoes and kayaks offer a
5-year limited warranty and are made in Canada.

Length: 13’ 6’’ - Width: 24’’ - Weight: 46 lbs - Cockpit Size: 34’’ x 16’’ - Capacity: 250 lbs
Infos: www.clearwaterdesignboats.com

EXO – NAVIGATOR
The ideal marine kayak. Its narrow, streamlined design makes it
as fast as composite fiber glass kayaks. This upper end marine
tourism kayak comes equipped with two waterproof storage
compartments and cover elastics. The Navigator is an ideal
kayak for sea trekking.

Length: 460 cm - width: 60 cm - weight: 22 kg - paddler weight range: 50-100 kg
Infos: www.exokayak.com

SEAKAYAKS >>>>
>> K2 PLASTIC
>Boats
>
WELHONPESA – STAR DUO
Rental places and extreme competition organizers have wished
for this well equipped larger and faster model. Most plastic
double kayaks are very short and slow going and not suitable for
paddling in bad conditions. Star Duo hulls are rotomoulded in
U.K. but the rest assemblywork is made in Finland. Expedition
version has bulkheads, decklines, hatches and rudder.

Length: 530 cm - width: 65 cm - weight: 35 kg
Infos: www.welhonpesa.fi

RTM - Speedo
The Speedo’s advanced technical characteristics provide
the dynamics and performance that its name suggests. This
dynamic duo is cleverly equipped, has a great load capacity
and provides unequalled comfort on the water. Combines all the
advantages of RTM’s sea kayaking range. Designed for longer
trips, the speedo is the perfect choice for any tandem tour.
Material: 3 layer polyethylene.

Length: 530 cm - 17 ft 5 inch - Width: 67 cm - 26 inch - Cockpit dims: 79 x 45 cm - 31 x18 inch - Weight: 34 kg - 75 lbs - Volume: 355 - Max
capacity: 270 kg - 600 lbs
Infos: www.rtmkayaks.com
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OTHER

The variety of ocean KAYAKING THAT DOES not ﬁt in four categories: Surfskis, Sailing Kayaks and Sit-on-Top
Watercrafts allow for unlimited fun at sea!

POINT65 – XP18 SPYDE

NEW FOR 2011

Freedom in thought, freedom in action. The XP18 Spyder is
identical to the proven decked XP18 in all aspects but the
cockpit. The XP18 Spyder enjoys all it’s characteristics. It’s fast
and stable while highly manoeuvrable. A lean, mean, touring
machine. The XP18 Spyder has exceptional glide, consuming
mile after mile with little effort. The combination of both speed
and stability makes the XP18 Spyder truly unique. With it’s open
cockpit it’s one of a kind!

Length: 549 cm - width: 54 cm - weight: 25 kg - max. cap.: 165 kg
Infos: www.point65.com

EPIC – V8

NEW FOR 2011

Light weight, great speed and stability that is the new EPIC V8.
Remount in just a few seconds. Safest type of craft especially
in cold water paddling. Suitable for complete beginners as well
as experienced paddlers. V8 can handle any weather conditions
from flat to big ocean swell.... diverse use: suitable for fitness,
touring, learning, ocean racing and more...

Length: 549 cm - width: 55,9 cm - weight: 11-17 kg - paddler weight range: max. 145 kg - max. cap.: 145 kg
Infos: www.epickayaks.com

WATERTECH – W-WAVESKIS

NEW FOR 2011

This Waveski can be made in 4 sizes and 3 Tech Levels: W - More
volume, less rails, lower seat position WW - Medium volume,
more rails, medium seat position W GURU - Low volume,
sharp rails, high seat position. Construction: Shaped in high
density & low weight foam, with 2 layers of 6 oz fiber glass,
using the latest epoxy technology, heat cured, stringer and
PVC reinforcements on all inserts and fin boxes. Equipment:
Side fin boxes compatible with FCS and Future, center US box
adjustable, 3 fins set, seat pad, adjustable footstraps, belt with
quick release, pressure valve, bolts and plates.

Length: 234 cm - width: 60 cm - weight: 6 kg - paddler weight range: Custom
Infos: ww.watertechkayaks.com

HOBIE – TANDEM ISLAND

NEW FOR 2011

The Hobie Mirage Tandem Island is the big brother of our Hobie
Mirage Adventure Island and twice the fun. Plenty of room for
the skipper and crew, with total control of the roller furling
sail and the large Twist and Stow rudder from either high
back padded seat. Inspired by Polynesian multihulls, this 5.64
meter trimaran ‘’sail-yak’’ includes state-of-the-art features and
comfort, plus two patented MirageDrives with Turbo Fins. It’s
time to choose your partner and enjoy the ride!

Length: 5,64 m - width: 76 cm - weight: rigged 86,18 kg - max. cap.: 272 kg
Infos: www.hobie-kayak.com
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HOBIE – ADVENTURE ISLAND
The Mirage Adventure Island blends timeless design with
Hobie Innovation. the roller furling mainsail on this 4.88
meter trimaran makes rigging and reefing a breeze. the ama
outriggers make this boat the most stable platform you’ve ever
experienced. The patented MirageDrive scoots this Tri across
the water when winds are light. The options are endless - and
so is the fun!

Length: 4.88 m - width: 70 cm - weight: 28.12 kg - max. cap.: 159 kg
Infos: www.hobie-kayak.com

RTM – SLIDE SERIES
Designed by Vincent Thepaut and by Wave ski World Champion,
Mathieu Barbarit, RTM is proud to introduce the ‘’Slide’’ Series.
Utilizing ASA technology the slide is a light and robust wave
ski with exceptional performance. Equipped with a ergonomic
seat and foot rests the Slide are action oriented surf machines!
Additional notes: Available in 3 sizes (Junior / Super / Master).
News 2010 slide pro model, The exact replica of Mathieu
Barbarit board’s.

Length: 18’0’’ (5.5 m) - width: 23.5’’ (60 cm) - volume: 430 L - weight: 24.5 kg - 27.5 kg
Infos:www.rtmkayaks.com

Stellar Kayaks – SES Surf Ski
Stellar Elite Small (SES) Surf Ski is unlike any other boat on
the market today, providing you with the stability and the
confidence to truly push yourself in all conditions without
compromising speed. The SES has been optimized in every way
to suit the smaller paddler.

Length: 620 cm - width: 41,6 cm - weight: 9,5 kg - 15kg - paddler weight range: 50 – 90 kg Infos: www.stellarkayaks.com

Foto: Lars Hoffmann

canoes.de | cdkayak.com

PERFEKTE CANADIER.

Foto: Lars Hoffmann

PERFEKTE KAJAKS.

We·no·nah
canoes.de | wenonah.com
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HIGH END

Lightweight construction and advanced technology create a high performance paddle.

BENDING BRANCHES – NAVIGATOR

NEW

In our NEW Navigator, Bending Branches has combined a hightech, ultra lightweight, polished T-700 carbon shaft material
with a proven blade design made out of exquisite black
willow wood.The material combination provides unique flex
and the unmatched fit and finish you expect from a Bending
Branches paddle. The result: a smooth pull through the water,
and reduced shoulder and arm fatigue. Proprietary Rockgard™
protection starts at the tip and wraps around the leading edge.

CORE’s new low angle touring paddles are available in both
straight and bent shaft configurations. Using our proprietary
Easton shafting these paddles are super strong and provide
incredible performance for the low angle paddler. All shafts
utilize our proprietary grip interface.

Length: 210, 220, 230, 240 cm - weight: 28 oz
(220 cm) - blade size: 6.2’’ x 20.1’’

Length: 205 - 240 cm - weight: 820 – 920 g

Infos: ww.bendingbranches.com

Infos: www.corepaddles.com

CORE – TOURING HIGH ANGLE
A high angle touring paddle available in both bent and straight
shaft configurations. Using CORE’s new Easton alloy shafting
these paddles are incredibly strong and offer beautiful, smooth
and quiet performance. Full carbon blade.
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CORE – TOURING LOW ANGLE

NEW

WERNER – CYPRUS
The Cyprus features mid-size high angle blades designed to
be easy and fun to use for advanced maneuvers and all round
touring. Our most popular high angle foam core model. *
Versatile design fits a wide range of kayakers and kayaking
conditions * Light weight, smooth and durable * Extremely
stable bracing and rolling 210, 215, 220cm 2pc Adustable
ferrule. Standard and Small shaft available. Carbon Blades
Straight Carbon Shaft or Carbon Blades Bent Carbon Shaft

Length: 205 - 240 cm - weight: 850 – 950 g

Length: 210, 215, 220 cm - weight: 652 g - blade
size: 610 cm2 - feather: adjustable - material:
foam core, carbon blade

Infos: www.corepaddles.com

Infos: www.wernerpaddles.com

WERNER – KALLISTE

KOBER – LAGOON EFC

Kalliste - Greek Island meaning ‘’the best’’. The Kalliste is the
ultimate Low Angle touring paddle offering an exceptionaly
light buoyant swing weight and silky smooth forward strokes.
Foam core blade is light and buoyant. Exceptionally quiet entry
and exit. Dihedral for smooth forward strokes. Ultimate all
around touring design 215, 220, 225cm 2pc Adustable ferrule.

Lagoon EFC High-end long distance touring paddle made from
high value carbon and light as a feather. Built with well proven
EFC-technology (Entire Foam Core) and featuring a medium sized
blade for antifatigue paddling. This paddle provides the seasoned
paddler with all advantages: More volume in the blade for
enhanced buoyancy even in air filled water, bracing and rolling
are made much easier. Even, hydrodynamically perfect crosssection without any impairing ribs and edges for a balanced
performance.

Length: 215, 220, 225 cm - weight: 652 g - blade
size: 650 cm2 - feather: adjustable - material:
foam core, carbon outer

Length: 215, 220, 230, 240 cm - weight: 605 g
straight, 760 g ergo - blade size: 49,5 x 17,5 cm
- feather: 60° R/L - material: carbon

Infos: www.wernerpaddles.com

Infos: www.kober-paddel.de
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KOBER – LAGOON EFC

AT – XCEPTION SUPERLIGHT

Touring paddle 100% carbon fiber Blade size: 18 x 48cm. Oval
carbon Shaft: Stiff shaft (100% carbon, Green), Medium shaft
(90% carbon, Burgundy), Hybrid shaft (40% carbon, Blue)

The Xception Superlight is AT’s lightest and highest performance
touring paddle featuring full carbon-braided construction. Its
versatile blade design is balanced, efficient, and forgiving.

Length: 200-210 cm or 220-230 cm - weight:
570 g +/- 20 g - blade size: 18x48 cm - material:
carbon fiber

Length: 210, 220, 230, 240 cm - weight: 28.0 oz
- blade size: 602 cm2 - feather: Synapse Ferrule
with SmartSet Technology - material: Carbon braid

Infos: www.zijie-sport.com

Infos: www.adventuretechnology.com

AINSWORTH – RTM 108 SILVER SEA TOUR

EPIC – MID WING

This narrow blade with soft dihedral and fine edges glides
smoothly through the water. The excellent buoyancy in the
blades minimises the energy used for each stroke making it
ideal for long distance sea touring.

The Epic Mid Wing paddle is the best choice for most fitness
or racing paddlers. Epic Mid Wing paddles are available
in Signature Hybrid, Full Carbon Stiff Shaft and Full Carbon
Medium Flex Shaft construction options. All Mid Wing paddles
come standard with Length-Lock™ technology.

Length: 205 - 230 cm - weight: 880 g - price:
£ 169.00 (carbon crank shaft) - feather: 15° /
30° / 45° / 60° - material: RTM (Resin Transfer
Moulded)

Length: customer size - weight: 709 - 780 g blade size: 735 - 845 cm - feather: Length-Lock™
technology - material: Signature or Full Carbon

Infos: www.ainsworthpaddles.co.uk

Infos: www.epickayaks.com

SELECT – SEA CRUISER

TY WARP – TOUR 1.1 BENT SHAFT

Jewel of the ‘’Low Angle’’, the Sea Cruiser is enterely made
in carbon pre preg. Light, confortable and available in many
finishing, these paddle will bring you unequalled comfort.
SeaCruiser is delivered with carbon blade and straight shaft
Carbon (ovalized tube) and Drip rings.

The Tour blade is made for sea kayaking. Thanks to its slim
blade shape you will enjoy hours of effortless paddling. The
asymetric powerface has a slightly dihedral design and offers
smooth and flutterfree strokes. The blade is reinforced towards
the tip with additional layers of material in order to minimize
wear and tear and maximize stability.

Length: 205 - 230 cm - weight: From 650 g blade size: 48,5 x 16 / 609 cm2 - feather: custom
- material: carbon
Infos: www.select-kayaks.com

Length: 215-222 cm, 223-230 cm, 231-238 cm weight: 800 g - blade size: 47x15 cm - feather:
adjustable - material: carbon
Infos: www.tywarp.com
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PERFORMANCE

With progressive technology and shape, performance paddles suit the advanced kayaker and make
cruising a pleasure.

ROBSON – DOLPHIN
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NEW

PANENKA PADDLES – CHALLENGE

Experienced and well conditioned paddlers have found the high
angle blade they have been looking for. The Dolphins’ larger
touring blade lends a powerful entry with a smooth follow
through. The buoyant Flowtech blades are light and durable
and offer solid bracing and rolling.
Additional notes: Robson makes it the way you want it: Shaft carbon and bent carbon options - Quicklok feather adjustment

Exclusive paddle for sea kayaking and lake touring. Light and
durable. Takes you all around the coast.

Length: 210 - 240 cm - weight: 838 g - blade
size: 50 x 19.5 cm - feather: 30° standard material: Flowtec

Length: 190 - 230 cm - weight: 790 g - blade
size: 47 x 16 cm - feather: 0°- 60° - material:
prepreg carbon technology

Infos: www.robson.de

Infos: www.panenka-paddles.cz

LIGHTNING – SKIMMER CARBON

AQUA-BOUND – SURGE

The trademark of all Lightning blades: thin but unbelievably
strong and stable. The Skimmer is no exception, offering good
acceleration, a high angle paddle that is forgiving on your
joints.
Additional notes: Lightning made to fit: fiberglass and carbon,
straight shaft.

Try out our high–performance paddle with compression
molded blades that maximize stiffness and reduce weight. The
Surge blades have a foam core to add buoyancy, increasing
performance and assisting with rolling and bracing.The dihedral
blade shape reduces the energy required to pull the paddle
through water and eliminates flutter.

Length: 210 - 240 cm - weight: 700 g - blade
size: 52 x 18 cm - feather: 60° standard material: Carbon

length: 210 - 240 cm - weight: 29 oz / 822 g
(glass model), 25.5 oz / 723 g (carbon model)
- blade size: 6.8 x 19 in / 17.3 x 48.3 cm material: blade: lightweight woven fiberglass or
carbon, shaft: T-700 carbon

Infos: www.lightningpaddles.com

Infos: www.aquabound.com

OPHION PADDLES – HIGH ANGLE TOURING

ZIJIE – KAYAK PADDLE

Ophion high angle touring paddle is designed to deliver the
ultimate paddle preformance and the best weight to strength
available. This elegant,light weight and balanced paddle
constructed from Carbon is perfect for smooth, but powerful
strokes.Designed to deliver the ultimate paddle preformance
and the best weight to strenght ratio available. Blades available
in two sizes: L: 45 x 18cm, S: 45 x 17cm

Blade : ZJ-W0, ZJ-W1, ZJ-W2, ZJ-W3, ZJ-W4. Surface area:
720 cm2, 735cm2, 750 cm2, 820cm2, 845cm2. Blade Size
(WxL):15x49cm, 15.5x50cm, 16x50cm, 16.5x53cm, 17x53cm.
Oval Shaft: Stiff shaft (100% carbon, Green), the stiffest shaft
Medium shaft (90% carbon, Burgundy), the medium stiff shaft
Hybrid shaft (40% carbon, Blue), the most flexible shaft

Length: max 210 cm - weight: 850 gr - blade size:
S blade: 45 x 17cm - feather: 30°, 45°, custom
- material: carbon

Length: 200-210 cm or 220-230 cm - weight:
620 g +/-20 g, 650 g +/-20 g, 700 g +/-20 g, 720
g +/-20 g , 750 g +/-20 g - material: carbon fiber

Infos: www.ophionpaddles.com

Infos: www.zijie-sport.com
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GREY OWL – SPINDRIFT

DENESCANOE – STANDARD

The Spindrift is a lightweight, stable amd easy to paddle
touring and seakayaking paddle. It is laminated with ash,
ceder, mahagony and basswood. The exact carbon take-apart
ferrule is perfect for easy transportation and storing. The not
to wide and curved lightweight blades are covered with a
fiberglas/epoxi cover and have a partially surround PU-tip. This
wooden paddle is an excellent long-distance paddle.

Paddles are made of specially selected wood, and tropical wood
with laminated technology. Right or left paddles are designed
and built according to the buyer’s wish and physical size. The
blade’s angel can be between 70° - 90°.

Length: 220 - 250 cm, steps of 10 cm - weight:
1030 g - blade size: 51x19,5 cm - material: wood

Length: 220 - 240 cm / 86’’ - 95’’ - weight: 1000
g - 1120 g / 35 - 39,5 oz - blade size: 20 - 23 x
40 - 47 cm - material: laminated wood

Infos: www.canoes.de

Infos: www.denescanoe.hu

AT – ODYSSEY CARBON

TNP – WOLFERINE

The Odyssey Carbon features a lightweight full carbon
construction. The slightly larger blade design allows for more
power without adding flutter. A great choice for paddlers
seeking lower weight, easier rolling, additional stability and
better grip in the water. Full Control Grip; Available in Standard
Diameter.

Kayak paddle Wolflerine is aimed for paddling on lakes and
seas. The paddle is available on three types of shaft (duralumin,
glassfiber, carbon). You will be captured by its unusual design
and low weight (on 28 mm diameter carbon shaft, by Length
220 cm it weights 820 g). Thanks to special ‘‘nose’’ at the end
of the blades you do not need drip rings. You can also use the
YP coupling to set any type of angle and extend the paddle
up to 10 cm.

Length: 210, 220, 230, 240 cm - weight: 34.5 oz
- blade size: 695 cm2 - feather: Synapse Ferrule
with SmartSet Technology - material: Shaft:
Carbon

Length: 200 - 240 cm - weight: 820 - 1150 g
- blade size: 655 cm2 - feather: 0°- 90° / L+R material: technical plast (PA)

Infos: www.adventuretechnology.com

Infos: www.tnp.cz
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ENTRY LEVEL

Made in a variety of shapes, angles, and sizes, with pricing accessible to all paddlers.

AQUA-BOUND – STING RAY HYBRID
Unlike most other “carbon” shafts, which are actually a blend of
carbon and fiberglass, Aqua-Bound Ray Series shafts are 100%
carbon. So you get the strongest hybrid paddles on the market,
with optimum flex. Combine that with their light weight and
you have all the makings of happy shoulders and less fatigue.
Additional notes: New and Improved abXII Blades 100% Carbon
Composite Shaft, small or standard diameters. Available in 2
ferrule options; snap button or TLC. Made in USA.
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PROFIPLAST – NOMAD
THE NOMAD is specially designed for seakayaking and touring
and provides you with an excellently smooth stroke. The
thermoplastic blade with progressive shape filled with carbon
fibres has an excellent abrasion resistance, blade surface 644
cm2 on duraluminium or composite shaft, in one-piece version.
Weight of 200 cm with duraluminium shaft 1104 g, with
composite shaft 936 g.

Length: 210 - 250 cm - weight: 30.5 oz / 865 g blade size: 6.25 x 18 in / 15.8 x 45.7 cm - feather:
3 hole snap 0/60°, TLC 15°/30°/45°/60° material: Blade: abXII, Shaft: 100% Carbon

Length: 180 – 240 cm - weight: from 936 g blade size: 644 cm2 - feather: custom - material:
thermoplastic with carbon

Infos: ww.aquabound.co

Infos: www.profiplast.cz

KOBER – BALANCE

AINSWORTH – K 108 SEA TOUR

Balance The sensation of the ATT-touring-series! The impact
resistance and durability of polyamide (Nylon®) combined
with the low weight and the precision of a composite paddle
– carbon makes it possible. Effective transmission of power
and sophisticated hydrodynamics without impairing ridges and
edges result in effortless, stress-free paddling even during long
passages.

This buoyant, teardrop shaped sea touring blade is a sheer
delight to paddle. As well as being truly supportive, its tough
polyurethane construction can take abuse from rocks and
beaches.

Length: 210 - 240 cm - weight: 700 g - blade
size: 52 x 18 cm - feather: 60° standard material: Carbon

Length: 205 - 230 cm - weight: 950 g – 1.110
g - price: £ 105.00 (telescopic, multi feather
angle, glass shaft) - feather: 30° / 45° / 60° material: AFT (Advanced Foam Technology)

Infos: www.kober-paddel.de

Infos: www.ainsworthpaddles.co.uk

TNP – SEA KAYAK

AINSWORTH – N 107 WING

Kayak paddle with a specific long and narrow shape. Great for
long distances. Available in four colors, on four different shafts
(duralumin, fiberglass, carbon, carbon-kevlar). Can be made up
to 4 parts. Best on carbon shafts.

Developed with Clubs and race training specially in mind, our
wing paddles with nylon blades put you through your paces but
don’t cost the earth!

Length: 180-240 cm - weight: 1020 - 1360 g blade size: 626 cm2 - feather: 60° / R - material:
Hight tough polyethylene (HDPE) -

Length: 206 - 230 cm - weight: 1.110 g - price: £
74.50 (Titanium enriched alloy shaft) - feather:
30° / 45° / 60° - material: Nylon-Glassfibre

Infos: www.tnp.cz

Infos: www.ainsworthpaddles.co.uk
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PADDLING JACKETS AND DRY PANTS
Jackets for paddling in a variety of conditions on lakes, rivers, or oceans.

NEW

NEW

NEW

KOKATAT – SUPER BREEZE (NEW)

SANDILINE – SEAK JACKET NJOERD 4L

KOKATAT – BLAST

Competition cut updated for both unisex and women’s
patterns. Bungee drawcord waist with one hand
adjustable Cordloc. New low-profile, self-draining welded
pocket on left sleeve with Kokatat logoed splash resistant
zipper and key lanyard. Hook and loop adjustable coated
Lycra collar and cuffs
Additional notes: Unisex Sizes: S-XXL (XXL in azul only) Colors: azul, mango, radish

The newest product out of the little slovenian Factory,
that concentrates on manufacturing in Europe. In
corroboration with experienced sea kayakers, this product
was developed and has passed long termed field tests in
Scandinavia. Thanks to Nicolai Ilcus and his crew, we offer
you a modern generation of design and function on the
water. The high quality 4 Layer fabric includes a special
salt protection, that helps to avoid future breathibility
problems. A asymetric collar cut not just looks good but
also excludes disabilities in head movement. Practical
pocket position and YKK zip as well as a few added little
functional design ideas, show a well thought item.

New curved style lines. New dual adjustable neoprene
outer waistband to produce a superior seal with spray skirt
to ensure staying dry and keeping less water from getting
into the boat. New neo cinch collar, a punch-through
neoprene semi dry collar with adjustable bungee cord to
ensure a secure fit. New one hand adjustable Cordlocs on
the neo cinch collar and inner skirt bungee waistband
for quick and optimal adjustment. Bicep punch-through
coated Lycra stretch cuff on sleeves of this shorty version

Women’s Sizes: S- XL - Colors: aqua, mango
(XL in aqua only)
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Colors: azul, mango
Infos: www.kokatat.com

Infos: www.sandiline.com

Infos: www.kokatat.com

NEW

NEW

NEW

PALM – ALASKA

YAK – VOLT

YAK – ADVENTURE

A full featured, expedition ready open ocean touring
jacket constructed from uncompromising material. A
garment you can count on to keep you warm and dry
in tough situations, providing protection from nature’s
most powerful elements. Adjustable inner collar featuring
a YKK® AquaGuard zipper that opens for ventilation •
Natural latex gaskets at wrists with adjustable outer cuffs
cut long to protect the back of the hand • Articulated
cut with pre-bent sleeves and no underarm seams • Full
featured, rollaway storm hood with advanced adjustment
• Fleece lined collar covers lower face and features lasercut breather holes...

New for 2011 is the all black version of the popular Volt
dry top from Yak. Featuring 2 ½ layer taped material
construction for durability, breathibility and dryness,
3-way pre-bend in the shoulders, arms and wrists for
ultimate paddler comfort, twin latex/neoprene neck and
wrist seals to eliminate water ingress, deep sealing twin
waist band to keep the cag secure and dry, and easily
accessed chest pocket with laser cut zips for on-user
storage. The Volt’s sister cag, the Dare, has all of these
features but with a single neoprene neck for those with
latex allergies. Available in Black (Volt only), Blue/Black
and Brown/Yellow.

New in the Yak range for 2011 is the Adventure cag, which
is designed for the recreational touring paddler who wants
comfort combined with excellent features. Fully breathable
with taped seams the Adventure features adjustable wrist
and waist seals for comfort and superior sealing against water
ingress, high storm collar to protect from the elements with
a long front zip to allow easy venting, roll-away hood with
multiple volume adjustments to ensure a perfect fit with
exceptional peripheral vision, reflective arm prints with laser
cut reflective zip backing, and weatherproof zips. Available in
Black or Orange/Black.

Infos: www.palmequipmenteurope.com

Infos: www.yak-paddling.com

Infos: www.yak-paddling.com
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PEAK UK – COMBI SHORT JACKET

LANGER – SALT PRO

LANGER – SOCA

Construction / Cut: Articulated with removable sleeve
option. Fully taped seams. Fabric: Breathable and durable
mid weight X3 ripstop nylon with 30m waterproofing.
Neck: Really soft superstretch neoprene cone with AO
seal. Arms: Latex inner with opening neoprene outer.
Waist: Neoprene AO outer seal with elastic bound light
weight X2.5 inner.

Highend-sea kayaking jacket made from super soft
Polyamide 3 layer material.. Wide Neoprene hip with
Velcro adjustment. Arm and neck with new designed,
super soft Neoprene cuffs. To provide outstanding
comfort. Adjustable hood with neck attachment.

Superlight rip stop fabric coated with a high performance
wet-type PU coating. Super soft neoprene dry cuffs at
neck and arms. These materials combined with the
3-D construction makes this model one of the most
comfortable jackets in the industry.

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
Colors: Lime / Grey, Blue / Grey

sizes: S-XXL - color: blue

sizes: S-XXL - color: red, blue

Infos: www.peakuk.com

Infos: www.textil-langer.de

Infos: www.textil-langer.de

PEAK UK – TOURLITE DOUBLE JACKET

DUEMSTUFF – TOUR DRY JACKET

DELTA SPORTSWEAR – CIRRUS SHELL

Articulated cut with drop tail and bent elbows. Fully
taped seams. Breathable and durable mid weight x 2.5
ripstop nylon with 10m waterproofing. Neoprene neck
with opening Velcro enclosure. Neoprene outer wrists
with opening Velcro enclosure with latex inner. Easy
tensioned neoprene outer waist seal with grippy inner
print. Light weight x 2.5 inner waist with elastic binding.
Front zip pocket with hanging loop. Amazing value and
performance jacket for touring and sea kayaking.

Newest Duemstuff dry jackets are made to last. Special
sea kayaking and touring designs are fit for the toughest
sea conditions. Extreme Tour jacket features a special
hood with a small window that performs great in cold
wind, rain and spray. Aquamax nylon used is one of
the toughest 4-layer trilaminate fabrics on the market.
FEATURES 3,5mm Elastomax + Latex collar 3,5mm
Elastomax + Latex hand cuffs.

The Cirrus has been lovingly developed to be a versatile
shell for use with sit on tops, open boats, sea kayaks and
general everyday protection from the elements. The Cirrus
benefits from a large venting neck - ideal when you put
in a bit of unexpected effort. The soft rubbery(Stretch
Charcoal) fabric cuffs can be comfortably adjusted to suit
your mood and provide a splash proof seal. The whole
trip or when you’re trying to keep weight & bulk down
when packing.

Infos: www.peakuk.com

Infos: www.duemstuff.com

Infos: www.delta-sportswear.com

STOHLQUIST – TORRENT SEA TOURING

REED CHILLCHEATER – AQUATHERM TOURING CAG

KOKATAT – RE-ACTION JACKET

The Torrent series of drytops are all designed with a waterproof
shell, technical yet economy priced with features for comfort
and quality materials of the higher end pieces for long lasting
durability. The Eclipse™ fabric with inner coating eliminates
cling, and glides over skin surface or sweat. Totally waterproof,
highly breathable fabric seals out the weather, even in an
extremely wet down-pour or whitewater flush.

Made from Aquatherm and Super Stretch Aquatherm Fabrics. A
uniquely soft and comfortable cag that can be worn next to the
skin or over thermals. Making use of our new front baffle neck
seal, with its wider neck gape when undone, allows for good
ventilation on prolonged journeys. Super stretch aquatherm dry
seals on the cuff and neck offers a more comfortable fit over a
broader area of your wrist and neck, giving a comfortable seal
without the cruder pressure associated with traditional latex
seals. The seals are tough, durable and non splitting.

New curved style lines. New dual adjustable neoprene outer
waistband to produce a superior seal with spray skirt to
ensure staying dry and keeping water from getting into the
boat. New neo cinch collar, a punch-through neoprene semi
dry collar with adjustable bungee cord to ensure a secure fit.
New one hand adjustable Cordlocs on the neo cinch collar
and inner skirt bungee waistband for quick and optimal
adjustment. Hook and Loop adjustable coated Lycra cuffs
protect latex wrist gaskets. Colors: azul, mango, radish

Infos: www.chillcheater.com

Infos: www.kokatat.com

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXL
Infos: www.stohlquist.com
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KANUK – 326 SEA

YAK - CONQUEST

NRS - SEA TOUR JACKET

A paddlejacket that is made in a 3-layer SeaTec
material. Adjustable cuffs and waist in neoprene. A long
waterprotected zipper with highwind closure. Zippers
under the arms for maximum ventilation. A visible yellow,
removable hood. Solas reflectives on top of the hood and
shoulders and around the chest. Two pockets on the front.

Designed to protect you from extreme elements, it is the
most technologically advanced sea paddling top we’ve made.
Constructed of new tri-laminate material offering superior
waterproofing and breathibility, keeping you dry and warm
at all times. The material weight is specially selected to give
the best combination of durability, flexibility and warmth.
Tri-laminate material waterproof to 15,000mm, breathable to
10,000g/m2/24hrs. Pre-bent shoulders, arms & wrists.

The Sea Tour is one great jacket. Its great look shows
off your individual style. Soft and durable 2.5 layer
HyproTex™ with its micro-porous, hydro-phobic qualities
is waterproof and very breathable, keeping you dry and
comfortable. Adjustable wrist closures • Hood with visor
and adjustment points • Hand warmer pockets and sleeve
pockets • Pit zips for ventilation • Splashproof zipper
treatment.

Color: Navy Blue/Red/Yellow

Available in black or orange/black

sizes: S-XXL - color: red, blue

Infos: www.kanuk.nu

Infos: www.yak-paddling.com

Infos: www.nrsweb.com

BORÉAL DESIGN - DRY BREATHABLE BIBS

PALM - SIDEWINDER BIB

PEAK UK - STORM PANTS

3-ply breathable ripstop nylon, Overskirt, Integrated latex
booties with adjustable neoprene flap, Preformed knees,
Sealed seams, Reinforced bottom and knees, Waterproof,
windproof and breathable

A 3-layer combination pant and bib featuring waterproof
relief zip and socks. When partnered with a twin-waist
jacket this bib pant makes a two-piece immersion suit for
demanding conditions. Lightweight 2mm neoprene vest
section with Easy Glide adjustable braces • Seamless crotch
and pre-bent knees • Flexible Ti-Zip front relief zipper •
Cordura® 300D abrasion resistance at seat and knees.

High back fit for seated use. Articulated bum and knees.
Fully taped seams. Fabric: Breathable and durable heavy
weight X3 fabric with 30m waterproofing. Ripstop Cordura
knees and bum. Fourway stretch X4 breathable, waterproof
and durable fully taped socks with flatlocked seams. Waist:
High neoprene with elasticated draw cord and shoulder
straps. Features: Cargo style pocket with gear loop. Colour:
Grey. Uses: Touring. Flatwater. Ocean. Whitewater.

Avaialable in the sizes: S – XXL

Color: Jet Grey/Black

Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

Infos: www.borealdesign.com

Infos: www.palmequipmenteurope.com

Infos: www.peakuk.com

DELTA SPORTSWEAR – CIRRUS TROUSERS

DUEMSTUFF – TOURLITE PANTS

The Cirrus Trousers have been developed alongside the Cirrus Jacket to be a versatile
shell for use with sit on tops, open boats, sea kayaks & general everyday protection
from the elements. The Cirrus Trousers have a zipped fly waist opening with the extra
adjustability of an internal 25mm elastic system as well as the option of wearing a
belt. The cuffs are lined with from a soft rubbery fabric (Stretch PU/PA Charcoal) that
creates a comfortable splash proof seal (even in salt water) when tightened with the
velvety Velcro adjusters.

In most touring situations you only need a light wear. Our newly designed light pants
are basic, lightweight, comfortable and incredibly efficient pieces of equipment.
Affordable price being a big plus too. They’re most efficiently used with Duemstuff
Light Tour Jacket. Retroreflective prints are put on all exposed parts. FEATURES: 3mm
Ultraspan cuffs. 3 layer Ripstop nylon. All nylon seams hot taped. 3mm Ultraspan waist
tube. All seams glued, blindstitched and Melco taped.

Infos: www.kanuk.nu

Infos: www.duemstuff.com

Color: Navy Blue/Red/Yellow
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DRY SUITS

One-piece suits to keep you dry and warm in cold water or inclement weather.

NEW
KOKATAT – LIGHT WEIGHT GORE-TEX ® PADDLING SUIT

PEAK UK – ADVENTURER ONE PIECE SUIT

PALM - ALEUTAIN SUIT

Kokatat is pleased to introduce a new Light Weight GORETEX® Performance Shell Paddling Suit to the line for
2011. Based off of Kokatat’s popular TROPOS Supernova
Paddling Suit, the new Paddling Suit features GORETEX® Performance Shell and offers paddlers another
premier product to meet the demands of their paddling
conditions. The Lightweight Paddling Suit is ideal for
recreational paddling, stand up paddling, sea kayaking
and canoeing. Designed with a fusion of both innovative
and Kokatat trusted features, the Light Weight Paddling
Suit stands in it’s own unique class.

Construction / Cut: Articulated sleeves with pre bent
elbows, bum and knees. Fully taped seams. Fabric:
Breathable and durable mid weight X4 ripstop nylon with
30m waterproofing.Ripstop Cordura elbows, knees and
bum. Feet: Fourway stretch X4 breathable, waterproof and
durable fully taped socks with flatlocked seams. Neck: Zip
opening with stowed away X2.5 ripstop nylon hood outer.
Neoprene with opening Velcro enclosure inner. Wrists:
Latex inner with opening neoprene outer. New sock
design. XS size added. Outer wrist updated. Anti snag
velcro zip flap added.

Designed specifically for extended use in the ocean realm,
the Aleutian performs to the highest standard providing
protection, visibility and comfort. Features: Natural latex
gaskets at neck and wrists with adjustable over cuffs •
Articulated sleeve panelling with no underarm seams •
Flexible Ti-Zip rear entry and welded-in relief zipper •
Ergonomic, volume adjustable storm hood designed to
provide full movement when wearing a helmet underneath.
Water-resistant zipped front and sleeve pockets • Velcro
adjustable neoprene waistband with asymmetric cut for
improved fit...

sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL - Colors: Red / Grey

Color: Saffron/Black

Infos: www.peakuk.com

Infos: www.palmequipmenteurope.com

Infos: www.kokatat.com

NRS - MARINER EVENT® DRYSUIT

KOKATAT - GORE-TEX® EXPEDITION DRYSUIT

ARTISTIC - VELINO DRY SUIT

When braving the high seas to trek around the world
or around the bay, the NRS Mariner, in eVent fabric, is
the drysuit for you. It’s comfortable, ultra breathable
and comes with all the bells and whistles. eVent fabric,
with its Direct Venting™ and Dry System™ technology
for unparalleled breathability and waterproofness. Light
weight and quiet 50 x 100-denier ripstop nylon eVent
fabric...

Incorporating feedback from many expeditions, new
features have been added such as a second sleeve pocket
for more carrying capacity, “cummerbund” waistband for
a more secure and comfortable fit, and mesh drains in
the cuffs and chest pocket found on Kokatat’s popular
Meridian dry suits. A soft, stowable Gore-Tex® Paclite®
Shell hood is more breathable and offers an excellent fit
without compromising durability. All adjustments can be
made with one hand- even when wet and cold. Women’s
Expedition suits come with drop seat zipper in place of
front relief zipper. Colors: Mango, Radish

The first Breath Control ventilation system makes the
Velino one of the most comfortable and innovative sea
kayaking and touring drysuits on the market. Two zippers
within the chest pockets improve moisture transport to
the outside and provide a pleasant climate on the inside.
This suit features latex gaskets and doubled neoprene/
latex cuffs to keep you dry. A roll down, adjustable hood
and double closure around the waist add up to the list of
features of this garment.
Material: Micrope 320 - Color: spicy

Infos: wwww.nrsweb.com

Sizes: S-XL (XXL special order only)

Sizes: XS – XXL

Infos: www.kokatat.com

Infos: www.artistic-sportswear.de
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PFD’S

Personal Flotation Devices for paddling on the ocean, often with reﬂective tape for increased visibility
and other accessories for kayak touring.

80

NEW

NEW

NEW

HYDRAULICS – OCEAN PRO

YAK – TAHU

AQUARIUS – MQ KAJAKPRO

The Ocean Pro from Hydraulics has been designed with
elite paddlers and extreme conditions in mind. Three
side adjustment points and contoured super soft foam
ensure you stay comfortable throughout your extended
expeditions. PFD is incredibly tough, built to last with
500D Cordura construction and bartacking on all major
stress points, the Ocean Pro will handle any extreme
conditions. Plenty of storage: Two large front pockets,
large rear mesh pocket, hydration pack. Safety features
include: strobe attachment point, reflective piping, quick
release towline, removable and adjustable VHF holster.

The Tahu is Yak’s all new touring PFD. Featuring a redesigned foam shape, it gives our most comfortable
fit yet. The side zip ensures easy entry and exit when
changing layers or wearing a drysuit. Multiple front
pockets allow excellent cargo storage and a low profile
back pocket accommodates up to a 3ltr hydration pack.
Available in Orange/Black or Red/Black.

New model for 2011. Very comfortable nice design,
dedicated specially for the sea paddlers. Big pockets,
strong zippers, easy to fit. Availabile in 3 standard colors
- red/black, green/grey, yellow/grey.

Sizes: S, M, L

sizes: Jun, S/M, M/L, XL

sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL

Infos: www.hydraulics-nz.com

Infos: www.yak-paddling.com

Infos: www.gokajak.com

NEW

NEW

BALTIC – KANUWESTE X2

PEAK UK – TOURLITE ZIP

KOKATAT – MSFIT TOUR

High end 50N canoe vest. Perfect fit, the vest can be
adjusted on the sides and shoulders in size. The shoulder
straps are padded in a combination of buoyant material
polyrthylen and airex. There is a front pocket with
waterproof zipper.

ISO Approved. Performance cut. Durable Nylon shell with
webbing shoulders. 50-70N of soft foam. Shoulder, waist
and side straps. Reflective stripes front and back. Front
zip pocket with gear loop. Sizes: XS. S/M. L/XL. XXL.
Colors: Red / Black. Blue / Black. Uses: Touring. Ocean.
Flatwater. The best value and fit touring pfd on the water.

The MsFIT Tour was originally designed for women, but the
comfort and fit is loved by both women and men alike with
its shorter torso and articulated princess cut foam panels,
allowing for easy movement and adjustability. Redesigned
to offer improved features and better aesthetics:
Incorporates redesigned top-loading duplex stretch mesh
pockets complete with a key lanyard, for easier access and
optimal organization. Two pockets. Newly repositioned
front lash tab for quick access. New covered knife garage
over lash tab for protection against snag hazards. New logo
placements. Made with GAIA PVC-free foam.

sizes: 25 - 90+

sizes: XS. SM. LXL. XXL

sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL

Infos: www.navyline.de

Infos: www.peakuk.com

Infos: www.kokatat.com
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KANUK – 404 LIFEJACKET
A lifejacket designed to meet the needs
of the female kayaker. This lifejacket
gives maximum movability with absolute
minimum of bulk. It´s high cut so you
can sit relaxed in your kayak with the
spraydeck underneath and no riding up.
The front, filled with Airex Super Soft
foam, is divided so it can follow the body
anatomy. A pocket and a D-ring where
you can attach a paddle leash (420). It
has mesh along the back to ventilate
body heat. Prepared for attachement of
bottlebag (450). EN 393 50 N, 5-years
warranty! Color: Yellow/Black

Creek One Piece

sizes: M (50 - 70 kg), L (70 - 80 kg),XL (80 - 90 kg)
Infos: www.kanuk.nu

STOHLQUIST – BETSEA (WOMEN)
The women`s specific Betsea features
the ergonomic WRAPTURE shaped torso
that wraps around the body for a close,
low profile and comfortable fit. The
crosschest cinch harness keeps flotation
positioned low on the torso, eliminating
ride-up while providing the most
effective in water buoyancy. Princess
seams inside & out for a feminine fit.
Built in contoured inner cups wrap rather
than crush. Two large zippered pockets
for easy accessibility and storage. Lined
hand warmer pockets.

Optional high impact pads
that fit into the integrated
pockets.

Breathable and durable heavy
weight X4 layer fabric with
30m waterproofing.

Ripstop Cordura reinforced
shoulder, elbow, knee and bum
patches.

Color: Powderblue/Gray, Sage/Sand, Mango/Black, Pink/Black
Infos: www.stohlquist.com

PALM - KAIKOURA
A front zipped expedition level touring
PFD packed with features and storage
space. Flex Formed Foam technology
means you bareley notice you are wearing
it. Size options: XS-S (60N) / M-L (70N)
/ XL-XXL (70N) available in Red / Grey
and Blue / Grey

Unique patent pending design
with easy entry and easy pee fully
waterproof leg entry zip system.

Infos: www.palmequipmenteurope.com

New anti snag velcro
tab to enclose zip.

ASTRAL - TEMPO 200
The Tempo 200: A classic Astral jacket
that provides a combination of fit,
mobility and technical features for sea
kayaking, whitewater or general use.
Pre-shaped foam panels wrap around the
body for a comfortable and secure fit.
ISS Shoulder straps allow shoulders to
move up and down without restriction
and tighten jacket around torso when
pulled up in rescue. Features include
fleece hand warmers, two zippered front
pockets, side Flotection protects the ribs
and organs, strobe light attachment on
back, hydration compatibility and more.

Remastered waterproof and durable fully
taped socks designed to fit snug into any
shoe.

Available from all good retailers now

Sizes: S/M, L/XL
Infos: www.astralbuoyancy.com
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SPRAYDECKS

Sprayskirts come in a variety of sizes and are important for keeping water out of the cockpit.

NEW

NEW

NEW

PRIJON – EXPEDITION UNI

YAK – ZINC

DUEMSTUFF – TOUGH TOUR SPRAYDECK

Nylonspraydeck „Expedition“ High End quality deck.
Plate made of Nylon with Cortec reinforcement, waist
made of breathable 2-layer PU-material. It comes with a
waterproof zipper from TiZip along the waist to the front
of the cockpit. Cockpit size UNI, fits for our cockpits size
2, 3 and 4, 88 – 94 cm and many other cockpits on the
market.

Neoprene Touring Deck. 3.8mm Neoprene spraydeck with
shock cord outer rim. Latex on underside for improved
deck seal. Superstretch Neoprene waist tube. Glued and
blindstiched construction.
waistsize: adjustable

The newest Tatex technology is unique to Duemstuff
extreme and tough lines. It makes them suitable for
both plastic and composite boats. They are nearly
indestructible and as reliable as they get. Ideal in rough
conditions. FEATURES: Ultraspan SmallDiamond 4mm
neoprene base. Tatex Reinforced edge 10mm Elastic cord.
Ultraspan 3mm neoprene waist. Elastic deck loops. All
seams glued, blindstitched and hot taped TSE- All stitch
endings tape reinforced.

waistsize: Universal
cockpitsize: Universal 88 – 94 cm

Cockpitsize: Keyhole, Big Deck, Extra Big Deck

waistsize: S (under 65 cm), M/L (65 – 85 cm),
XL (over 85 cm) - cockpitsize: All

Infos: www.prijon.com

Infos: www.paddling.de

Infos: www.duemstuff.com

SEALS – SPLASH DECK

SEALS – SEA SPRITE

Medium-weight coated nylon packcloth · Large zippered
mesh pocket · Tensioned deck stay · Adjustable bungee
cord rim attachment · Tandem Splash Deck includes extra
deck section with pocket for stern paddler · Doublestitched seams (Image shown in a custom color). Stock
Colors: Black, custom colors upon request. Splash Deck
fits cockpit sizes 1.2 thru 4.2 Splash Deck X fits cockpit
sizes 5.0 thru 7.0 Tandem Splash Deck fits cockpit sizes
T80 thru T400.

High performance 3.5mm neoprene deck · Waterproof,
breathable fabric tunnel with adjustable neoprene
waistband · Removable suspenders · E-Z stretch 3/8”
stitched bungee for attachment to the rim · Doublestitched and sealed seams (Image shown in a custom
color) Stock Colors: Black, custom colors upon request

waistsize: S, M, L, XL, XXL - cockpitsize: All

cockpitsize: 1.2 - 7.0

waistsize: one size - cockpitsize: 1.2 - 2.5

Infos: www.chillcheater.com

Infos: www.sealsskirts.com

Infos: www.sealsskirts.com

REED CHILLCHEATER – AQUATHERM
SPRAYDECK WITH BRACES
A lightweight revolutionary design. Ideal for slalom, sea
kayaking, polo, touring and recreational use. Elasticated
braces. Aquatherm deck fabric has 360 degree stretch,
instant memory return, and has 80% less volume and
weight compared with traditional neoprene products
without compromising performance. It is comfortable,
durable and supple, UV stable, waterproof and fast drying.
A popular choice for competition disciplines: slalom,
polo, surf, sprint / marathon and river racing as well as
for sea kayaking / touring and recreational use.
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SEALS – EXTREME TOUR

PALM – ROANOKE

SEALS – TROPICAL TOUR

High performance 3.5mm neoprene deck with Sealtex
edge guard · Waterproof, breathable fabric tunnel with
adjustable neoprene waistband · New neoprene tunnel
transition for 2011 · Removable suspenders · Rim grip
/ safety slip technology · 3/8” stitched bungee for
attachment to the rim · Double-stitched and sealed seams
Stock Colors: Black, custom colors upon request.

A great choice for touring paddlers, the Roanoke combines
a neoprene deck and a breathable fabric waist tube to
make a versatile spraydeck with a wide range of features.
8mm prestretched shockcord • PU print at edge for
abrasion resistance • 4mm Small Diamond neoprene deck
panel for durability • Shockcord deck lacing • Stitched
seams are heat taped inside • Waterproof, breathable
3-layer fabric waist tube

Waterproof, breathable fabric. Ballistic nylon wear guard
with lash loops · Zippered mesh deck pocket · Tensioned
deck stays · Adjustable neoprene waistband with
removable suspenders · Rim grip / safety slip technology
· Double-stitched and sealed seams. Stock Colors: Black,
Royal Blue, Golden Gate

waistsize: one size - cockpitsize: 1.2 - 2.5

waistsize: one size - cockpitsize: 1.2 - 2.5

waistsize: one size - cockpitsize: 1.2 - 2.5

Infos: www.sealsskirts.com

Infos: www.palmequipmenteurope.com

Infos: www.sealsskirts.com

SEALS – SNEAK

°HF – TOUR SKIRT

Peak UK - Ocean Deck

Medium-weight coated nylon packcloth · Tensioned deck stay
· Adjustable neoprene waistband with removable suspenders
· Dual zippered mesh accessory pockets · Two-way, waterresistant zipper provides easy access and added comfort · Rim
grip / safety slip technology · Double-stitched and sealed
seams. Stock Colors: Black, custom colors upon request

The popular Tour Skirt from spraydeck specialist °hf is
now produced for cockpits of all sizes. Initially launched
only in Keyhole and Bigdeck the well featured Tour Skirt
quickly generated demand for more cockpit sizes. It is
now available in 5 sizes from “Small Deck” to “SuperTour”.

Construction: Blind stitched and latex sealed seams
throughout. Shockcord style deck. Fabric: 4mm tough
faced neoprene with latex reinforcing on top and
underneath. Features: No seams in the deck section. Very
durable 4mm neoprene. Shockcord gear - map holder.
Body Sizes:
Deck Sizes: Composite. Keyhole. Bigdeck.
Colors: Black.

waistsize: one size - cockpitsize: 1.2 - 7.0

waistsize: onesize - cockpitsize: Small,
KH, Big, SuperBig, Supertour

Sizes: S/M. L/XL. XXL.

Infos: www.sealsskirts.com

Infos: www.paddle-people.com

Infos: www.peakuk.com

www.mountainsurf.com Beachburg, Ontario Canada

Dur-O-Ring
Sprayskirts & Drydecks
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Robby Naish, Venice, Italy, photo: Damiano Levati

Explore the
Possibilities

For dealer listings visit: naishsup.com

Glide Series

Nalu Series

With the Naish Glide, you’ll never look at
flatwater the same way again. For everything
from recreational paddling and fitness training
to competitive racing, the Glide range sets a new
standard in SUP.

Longboard style SUP’s that are easy to ride and offer
outstanding performance in a wide range of conditions.

Flatwater Touring and Racing

Paddles

All-around longboard versatility
The Nalu series is the ideal choice for first time
paddlers, flatwater cruisers, small wave surfers and
high-performance wave riders.
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17’0”
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